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SonaCTx001 Ultrasonic Imaging System for NDT
Our ultrasonic imaging system for non-destructive testing (NDT) applications combines ultrasonic wave reflection
and transmission modes, providing high resolution of imaging capability to detect pitting, cracks and corrosions of
several hundreds micron in size inside metal wall. The system is prominently used for high pressure (up to 250 bar)
compressed natural gas (CNG) cylinder inspection. The ultrasonic imaging system comprises of data acquisition
system (DAS), computer system with signal analysis and image reconstruction software, and scanning gantry with
sensor head for automatic scanning. Our image reconstruction software generates 2D and 3D images of pitting,
cracks and corrosion inside metal walls. The system is the only automatic ultrasonic scanner system available in the
market that provides such 2D and 3D visualization. The visualization eases operators making decision during
inspections. Water is circulated automatically between water tank and water pool located in the sensor head to be
used as couplant , providing a smooth scanning and low operating cost.

3D representations of pittings, cracks and
corrosions inside CNG cylinder, respectively.

TOP: Semi-automatic ultrasonic scanner SoniaCTx 001; ABOVE:
SonaCTx ultrasonic scanning system, comprising of 4channel
DAS, computer system for control and image reconstruction
and sensor head.
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There is an urgent need for non-destructive testing (NDT) technique
that provides high resolution imaging capability which is able to detect
pitting, cracks and corrosions with size of several hundreds micron
located in the inner surface of metal walls. Such cracks could cause fatal
damages under high pressure as it is the case in compressed natural gas
(CNG) cylinder whose pressure could rise to 250 bars.

Inside of CNG Cylinder
Standard SonaCTx001 SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
1 Data capture speed 50-100Mhz
2

Sensitivity

3

Computer
requirement

Down to 300 micron of flaw size
Pentium IV, minimum 2 GB RAM, Windows
XP/VISTA/2007 OS.

ECVT Image Reconstruction Software based on
patented NN-MOIRT algorithm running on
4
Software
MATLAB 2007 or higher (MATLAB Software is
not included).
5 System connection USB 2.0 to RS-232 serial link
4-5 MHz (2 horizontal pitting scan sensors & 1
6 Sensor frequency
thickness and vertical pitting scan sensor)
2D and 3D images of horizontal and vertical
7 OUTPUTS/Features pitting/cracks/corrosion inside CNG cylinder and
relative thickness

